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The present disserteition is an ĥ JIable attempt at a critical 

study of the Themes and Characters of R, K, Max-ayan's Novels, The 

study of the characters of R, K. Narayan"s Hovels has not been done 

quite arbitrarily. It has been done in thematic perspective. More

over, the observations on them have been derived frora an analysis of 

his hovels. The dissertation is written v.'ith full av/arenes that no 

last word can ever be said about a writer with such vast range of 

perception and profound understanding of life. It can at best claim 

to be an effort at realizing that range and depth, 

R, F, Karayan may be called a native-talent because thoû th 

he v/as inspired by the wealth of western literature and Philoscchy 

that came to him by the medium of the English lancjuage, his root wes 

deep in Indian tradition end Indian culture. As an Indian Novelist 

writing in English, R, K, Karayan may be said to have achieved- greater 

success. He never deliberately attempts to be an Indian, but because 

he deals v.'ith convincing human beings in authentic situations and 

records their responses honestly and because these human beings hanren 

to be Indians, he succeeds in achieving that difficult task. His 

style is direct and characterised by an economy of expression and 

vocabulary adequate to deal with the range of subject m.atter and 

Indian sensibilities. He believes that the task of a novelist in 

modern India is to deal with the real India with all her problems and 

features and not the India which has been a mere literary region of 

the Maharajas and mystery, 



The disruption of the traditional joint family disturbs 

the individual in most of Karayan's novels. He has shovm that this 

do.aeEtic dislocation comes not out of personal animosity or bitter 

relationship but because of the centrifugal impact of the new socio

economic changes in the country. He has noted that the impact of 

industrialisation and increasing urbanisation naturally tell upon tht̂  

traditional culture, 

The theme of conflict between tradition and modernity has 

alv-ays assumed a vital significance for him. It is more than a mani

festation of his constant avjareness of the changing circumstances in 

the social and political spheres of the country. The theme appears^?' 

the novelist as an attitude* as an idea or as a set of values^ The 

changes v/hich are taking place in the country transformed the modem 

concept of his v/riting in them^, techniqxie and style© 

Gandi:iian impact on contemporary Indian literature has 

brought about results at various level - particularly in the realm of 

style and theme, Narayan is explicit in his imaginative interpreta

tion of the national ideology, embedded in Gandhian Philosophyo The 

Gandaian myth has been the inescapable substance of his v?orks in 

v/iiich Uandhi appears as a Pervasive influence on the social and poli

tical scene, 

R, PC, Narciyan has used myths as structural parallels vrhert 

a mythical situation underlines the part of a novelo His mystical 

structural pattern is only partly a self conscious device. He uses 

the same archetypal pattern in his novels. Besides he clearly 

explains asceticism as a stage of spiritual uplift. Renunciation or 

non-attachment is not the result of the acceptance of dogmas or his-



toric events. It is our experience that kindles the flame of the 

spirit in every individual soul and affects our entire being^ 

cessates us from actions which are prompted by worlcJLy desires and 

end our disquititude and anguish, the sense of aimlessness of our 

fragile and fugitive existence. This dissertation also aims at 

stydying the themes and characters of Narayan* s novels from the stend 

point of Reality, Comic Vision and Ironic Perspective, It explores 

the immense possibilities of the comic in the common place world of 

Halgxidi, Comedy here is not only confined to physical details; it 

also embodies the Philosophic awareness of life which integrates man 

into his society and reconciles him with his gods, llarayan's 'Reali

sm' and 'Comic Vision' have their anchroage in his strong Indian 

sensibility. The ironic dimension which some critics find to be 

Narayan's sole rhetoric mode and vision is, in fact, an integral p..x't 

of his comic vision, 

My principal obligation, a considerable one is to my 

supervisor Late Dr. G, S, Sanerjee, and I gratefully aCiUiovv'ledge it 

here, 

I record my gratitude to my examiner v/ho has kindly 

allowed me to revise the entire thesis while incorporating his ear

lier suggestions in the body of this present dissertation, 

For my use of quotations and references from various souxr-

ces, I am perpetually in debt of the authors and publishers and I 

should also express m.y heartfelt thanks to the staff of the Library 

of the University of North Bengal who have all along snov/n lively 

interest in my humble but sincere tribute to R, K, Narayan, 


